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Editing Manifold Surface Triangulation
When you set up manifold georeference using the 3D Piece-
wise Affine model, the Piecewise Control window
automatically opens.  The controls on this window allow you
to modify the triangulation that is created automatically from
the control points.  You can remove selected edges or tri-
angles, add interpolated/extrapolated control points, or create
hard edges between particular points (hard edges are preserved
in any subsequent retriangulation).  These tools are most use-
ful for complex manifold surfaces (made up of multiple planes
or curving surfaces), such as the sample cross-section mani-
fold illustrated below. Add Control Points
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bend out bend in At left is a single raster
object showing a vertical
geologic cross-section made
up of three planar segments
separated by vertical
bending lines (defined by
pairs of control points).  Red
lines in the 2D view at left
show the default triangula-
tion automatically created

from eight 3D
control points, two
of which (3 and 5)
lie on the topo-
graphic profile.

The perspective views (above) of the default triangulation
show that the upper edge triangles (labeled A and B in the 2D
view) cross the bends in the section.  Triangle A (shaded in
the wireframe illustration) forms a sloping “roof” connecting

the two upper corner control points.  When viewed from this
angle in solid mode (above right), the white background ren-
dered on this edge triangle obscures the upper part of the
cross-section.  These edge triangles should be removed from

the triangulation.
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The cross-section after edge triangles A and B were deleted
using the Remove Selected Triangles tool.  The bending lines

connecting points 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 have been designated as
hard edges (now shown as blue lines in 2D view) using the Add

Hard Edge tool to ensure
that these lines are pre-
served as edges in any
subsequent retriangulation.

To prevent the outer triangle edge between points 3 and 5
from clipping off the edge of the cross-section, the Add
Control Points tool was used to add a new point (number 9)

above this edge.  This tool interpolates or extrapolates 3D point
coordinates from the nearest triangle, creating new triangles
that lie in the same plane.


